Abstract-A basic deployment goal of a directional sensor network (DSN) is to satisfy the coverage quality requirements of targets. The limited sensing angle of directional sensors makes the deployment of such a network more complicated than that of an omnidirectional sensor network. In some emerging DSN applications, targets may have differentiated coverage quality requirements due to their differentiated importance or priorities. Meanwhile, directional sensors of multiple types with different sensing ranges and prices are available for optimally organizing a network. To deploy such a DSN with satisfied network connectivity under the minimum cost constraint is a significant problem to be solved. This work formulates and addresses the problem for the first time. First, we prove its NP-completeness. Then, this problem is formulated as an integer linear programming model. To solve it, we propose three algorithms, i.e., a greedy heuristic, local search, and particle swarm optimization. Extensive numerical experiments are conducted to validate the proposed algorithms. The results show that all the proposed algorithms can effectively solve the problem, and the last one can achieve both highest success rate and best solution quality.
station. The data may be temperature, humidity, sound, video, and so on. WSNs can be effective tools to perform surveillance and tracking tasks. Its applications include biological detection, environmental monitoring, industrial diagnosis, and battlefield surveillance.
In many applications, various directional sensors, e.g., infrared sensors, video sensors, audio sensors, and ultrasonic sensors [3] [4] [5] [6] are commonly used. A network consisting of directional sensors is called a directional sensor network (DSN). The camera/video sensor networks are typical DSNs for object recognition [7] , environmental monitoring [8] , target tracking [9] , and video surveillance [10] . Unlike an omnidirectional sensor that collects data from all directions, a directional sensor can only collect data at a certain angle. Therefore, it is challenging to deploy a DSN to collect data. The sensing range of a directional sensor can be modelled usually as a sector whose radius is the sensing radius and whose angle is the sensing angle. The sensor directionality has a great influence on coverage. Therefore, the coverage problem in DSNs differs from that in omnidirectional sensor networks. In practice, multiple types of directional sensors can be available at the same time, provided by different or same vendors. Directional sensors of each type have a specific sensing radius, sensing angle and price. It is of great advantage to deploy multiple types of directional sensors in the same network simultaneously. For example, in camera sensor networks, different types of camera sensors can be simultaneously used to satisfy coverage requirement while meeting budget constraints or minimizing total deployment cost [11] , [12] .
The settlement of coverage problems is the premise and foundation for performing surveillance tasks. According to different coverage scopes, such problems can be classified into the target (point) coverage, area coverage, and barrier coverage ones [13] . The goal of target coverage is to cover a number of discrete points, usually some physical objects. Area coverage aims to cover a whole designated area. Barrier coverage utilizes sensors to form an intrusion barrier that can detect if there is an intruder being traversing across a specified surveillance area [5] , [13] . The target coverage problem is the basic one in WSNs, which focuses on how to satisfy coverage requirements of targets and send the sensed data to a base station. Before achieving the required target coverage, how to deploy WSNs must be dealt with. In general, a WSN can be deployed by using random methods [14] or deterministic methods [3] , [13] , [15] . In the harsh, inaccessible or hostile environments, only random deployment is feasible. Conversely, in friendly accessible environments, deterministic methods are applicable. In many applications, importances or priorities paid to targets are not the same, and thereby their coverage quality requirements differ. The coverage quality required by a target can be determined mainly by the number of sensors covering the target [16] , distance among the target and sensors [17] , and coverage time of the target [18] .
In this work, we examine the minimum cost deployment (MCD) problem of DSN for target coverage. In this problem, targets have different coverage quality requirements, the directional sensors have multiple types, and the network connectivity has to be guaranteed. This kind of DSN is heterogeneous. To our best knowledge, this is the first work to investigate the minimum cost deployment of heterogeneous DSNs subject to the constraints of differentiated target coverage and network connectivity. Our major contributions of this paper are (1) to formulate the problem as an integer linear program and prove its non-deterministic polynomial (NP)-completeness; (2) to develop a greedy algorithm, local search, and particle swarm optimization to approximately solve the optimization problem; and (3) to conduct extensive simulations to validate and compare three algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the related work is reviewed. Section III elaborates the problem, analyzes its complexity, and presents its integer linear programming model. Three algorithms are proposed in Section IV. In Section V, we conduct the simulations to validate and compare them. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, the minimum cost target coverage problems are reviewed. If the sensors to be selected are of the same type, our objective is to minimize the sensor count. We first review the work on the target coverage problems with the minimum sensors, and then the minimum cost target coverage problems using multiple types of sensors. Both omnidirectional and directional sensor network deployments are involved in the problems. Different types of omnidirectional sensors have different sensing radii, while different types of directional sensors have different sensing radii or/and sensing angles.
A. Target Coverage With Minimum Sensors
The target coverage problems with the minimum sensors have been extensively investigated [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Some [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] aim at omnidirectional sensor networks, while papers [17] , [18] , [24] [25] [26] focus on DSNs. Li et al. [19] propose an improved ant colony algorithm called EasiDesign to solve a minimum-cost connectivity guaranteed point k-coverage problem. In EasiDesign, an ant can only transfer from the current point to another within its communication range. Liu [20] solves the minimum-cost and connectivity-guaranteed grid coverage problem with an ant colony optimization with three classes of ant transitions (ACO-TCAT). They can help an ant transfer to the grid points which can cover the uncovered points of interest, and thus the inferior solutions searched by ants can be decreased. In [21] , the same problem is solved by another ant colony optimization with a greedy migration mechanism (ACO-Greedy). The mechanism guarantees that a solution point, possessing the greatest number of effective candidate points within its own communication radius, can be selected as the initial point of an ant migration step. As a result, an ant can quickly transfer to the area with more uncovered points of interest, and thus fewer sensors are needed. ACO-Greedy outperforms EasiDesign and ACO-TCAT in terms of the average deployment cost. Sun et al. [22] present a culture-ant colony algorithm (CA-ACA) for the same problem. In terms of search ability, search speed and stability, CA-ACA outperforms both EasiDesign and ACO-TCAT. Lin and Wu [23] stress the problem of deploying a minimum set of wireless sensors to achieve k-coverage of the given target points. The problem without connectivity requirement is solved by an approximation algorithm. The algorithm has a provable approximation ratio and is modified from the classic set cover algorithm. On the other hand, another approximate algorithm based on the minimum spanning tree algorithm is also proposed by them for deploying the minimum relay nodes to maintain network connectivity. In recent, much attention has been paid to deploy the minimum directional sensors to achieve target coverage. Osais et al. [24] discuss the DSN deployment problem, where not only the network connectivity constraint but also the capacity constraints of wireless links and nodes are taken into account. They present an integer linear programming model of the problem, and analyze the effect of some parameters on the number of required sensors through experiments. Han et al. [25] investigate the DSN deployment problem subject to network connectivity constraints, and propose an approximation algorithm to address it. Considering the fact that different targets may be given different coverage priorities that reflect the coverage quality requirements, Wang et al. [17] propose a genetic algorithm to solve the DSN deployment problem. The coverage quality provided by a sensor for a target within its sensing range increases with the decrease of the distance between the sensor and the target. To satisfy the coverage quality requirement of a target, it may be covered by several sensors. But the work does not address the network connectivity. Wang et al. [26] use rotatable and directional sensors to implement temporal coverage of targets in the DSN deployment. Herein, all targets have the same temporal coverage requirement. They propose two heuristics in the circumstance when targets congregate together and the circumstance when targets are arbitrarily placed in the sensing field. Wang and Hsu [18] extend the DSN deployment problem in [26] to the case where targets have different temporal coverage demands, and propose an efficient heuristic better than the ones in [26] in terms of solution quality. Among [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , all sensor networks except [17] 's are required to guarantee the network connectivity, and only the papers [17] and [18] consider the differentiated coverage quality requirements of targets.
B. Minimum-Cost Target Coverage
Many researchers focus on the minimum cost target coverage problems with the availability of multiple types of sensors [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . The work [27] [28] [29] [30] aims at omnidirectional sensor networks, while [31] [32] [33] [34] stress DSNs. Altınel et al. [27] consider the minimum cost point coverage problem where the points are covered differently and more than one sensor can be deployed at the same point. They present a binary integer programming model of the problem. Two approximation algorithms with proven bounds and two heuristics are designed to resolve it. Xu and Sahni [28] examine a general minimum cost target coverage problem. In it, the set of modalities to be monitored at different locations may be different, a coverage degree requirement should be met for a modality at a location, and each sensor is able to monitor one or more modalities. An integer linear program is formulated and a greedy algorithm is presented to solve it. Additionally, two approximation algorithms and two polynomial-time approximation schemes are developed for its special case, namely, the grid coverage problem. In [29] , a polynomial-time algorithm with the greedy LP-rounding is proposed for the minimum cost point k-coverage problem. To settle the same problem, Fang and Wang [30] propose an approximation algorithm using a convex combination of greedy LP-rounding and greedy set-cover selection. The algorithm can obtain better solutions than that proposed in [29] . Other work regards the minimum cost DSN deployment problem provided that multiple types of directional sensors are available. Carter and Ragade [31] discuss the problem allowing more than one sensor to be deployed at a deployment site. A genetic algorithm with fixed-length chromosomes is used to solve the problem. Nevertheless, Deif and Gadallah [32] utilize a genetic algorithm with variable-length chromosomes to solve the same problem. The results show that the latter outperforms the former. Osais et al. [33] examine the deployment problem with more constraints including network connectivity, link capacity, and node capacity constraints. It only uses one base station of a fixed type at a fixed position. Its integer linear programming model is presented. Their work in [34] extends the problem in [33] to the case where multiple types of base stations are available and more than one base station can be deployed. They formulate it as an integer linear programming model. Among [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , only [33] , [34] take the network connectivity as a necessary condition. In [27] and [28] , the difference in the coverage quality requirements of targets is taken into account.
In summary, (1) no existing work has considered the different coverage quality requirements of targets in the heterogeneous DSN deployment, and (2) no algorithm has been proposed to tackle the heterogeneous DSN deloyment subject to a network connectivity constraint. Because the problem examined in this work simultaneously considers the multiple types of directional sensors, varying target coverage requirements, and network connectivity constraints, it is more challenging than the issues addressed in [17] , [31] and [32] but significant in practice.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND FORMULATION
A scene with some targets, some deployment sites and a base station in a plane is considered. We denote M, N, s i , and t j as the number of deployment sites, the number of targets, the i -th deployment site, and the j -th target, where 
For example, as shown in Fig. 1 , a sensor of type η 1 in direction ϕ 2 is placed at site s 1 . Target t 2 is in its sensing range, while targets t 1 and t 3 are not. Therefore, it can cover t 2 but not t 1 and t 3 .
A sector deployment is defined by a triple (ν, κ, ι), where ν is the serial number of a deployment site, κ is the serial number of a sensor type, and ι is the serial number of a direction. It represents that a sensor of type η κ in direction ϕ ι is deployed at site s ν to perform the sensing task. It is effective only if the sensor can cover some targets. All effective sector deployments is collected into
With [i ] represents the i -th effective sector deployment. Suppose that a target t j is given a priority σ j , and h(σ j ) maps the required coverage quality associating with σ j . The coverage quality achieved by a sector deployment (i, j, k) for a target t g is denoted as q (i, j, k, g ). Similar to [17] , we define h(σ j ) = ω 1 σ j + ω 2 , where ω 1 and ω 2 are configuration parameters, and
o t h e r w i s e Additionally, we define other two kinds of coverage quality, i.e., the one met by an effective sector deployment
, and the maximum one reached by a site
A deployment example is shown in Fig. 2 . There are 12 deployment sites, 9 targets and 3 sensor types. The parameter values of the deployment example are given in Table I . In Fig. 2 , the deployed DSN can satisfy all targets' coverage quality requirements and the base station connectivity requirement, and its deployment cost is 850.
Given the coverage quality requirements (or priorities) of all targets, the MCD problem is to select a subset of sites for deploying sensors of specified types in the proper working directions, such that the coverage quality requirements of all targets are satisfied, the network connectivity is guaranteed, and the total deployment cost is minimized. To solve the problem, we need to find a communication tree that roots in the base station and spans some deployment sites, and determine the deployment solutions at the deployment sites. For example, in the solution shown in Fig. 2 , the communication tree contains a vertex set {s 13 has some children, the sensor deployed at s i is not only a sensing node but also a relay node. If the sensor deployed at a deployment site s i is a sensing node or/and a relay node, we say that s i is a sensing node or/and a relay node accordingly. Let 
Theorem 1: The MCD problem is NP-complete. Proof: It can be proven that it is in NP, and then it is NP-hard by mapping an NP-hard problem into its special case.
Given a solution χ of the MCD problem, the breadthfirst-search can be applied to verify whether χ .T is a tree that roots in the base station and contains only some arcs in A. The breadth-first-search runs in O(M 2 ) time. Then, we verify whether the coverage quality requirements of all targets can be satisfied, i.e., for each target t j ,
time. It is clear that the verification of the solution of the MCD problem needs polynomial time. Hence, the MCD problem is in NP.
Subject to Z = 1,
, and r T = max{d (i, M + 1)|1 ≤ i ≤ M}, the MCD problem becomes the directional cover set (DCS) problem in [4] . In other words, the DCS problem is its special case. The DCS problem has been proven to be NP-complete [4] , and so is the MCD problem. Because the MCD problem is not only in NP but also NP-hard, it is NP-complete.
Let z i, j,k be a binary variable which is 1 if a sensor of type η j in direction ϕ k is deployed at site s i , and 0 otherwise. Similarly, let y i, j be a binary variable that is 1 if arc s i , s j is in the communication tree of the solution, and 0 otherwise. Let u i be an integer variable to specify the number of the arcs in the path from site s i to the base station in the communication tree of the solution. The integer linear programming formulation of the MCD problem is as follows:
subject to
The domains are defined by constraints (4)- (7). Inequality (8) formulates the transmission range constraint, and (9) ensures that no more than one sensor can be deployed at each deployment site. The coverage quality requirements of all targets are formulated in (10) . Constraint (11) ensures that there is at least one arc going into the base station, and equality (12) expresses the condition that for each deployment site the existence of the outgoing arc is equivalent to the existence of the deployed sensor. Inequality (13) ensures that for each deployment site if there is at least one arc there must be an outgoing arc. Constraint (14) ensures that there is no loop in the communication tree of the solution. It is originally proposed by Miller et al. [35] for preventing subtours in a solution of the traveling salesman problem. Table II summarizes the notations used in the problem definition and formulation. 
IV. THREE ALGORITHMS FOR MCD PROBLEM
In this section, we present a greedy heuristic, local search, and particle swarm optimization to solve the MCD problem.
A. Greedy Heuristic
In this section, we present a greedy heuristic (GH) for MCD. It constructs from the base station a connected DSN satisfying the coverage quality requirements of all targets in a top-down manner. The notations used in GH are summarized in Table AI in Appendix.
Let χ and R be the solution constructed by GH and the set of targets whose coverage quality requirements have not been satisfied yet, respectively. Initially, the tree χ .T contains only the base station and R contains all targets. The coverage quality provided by deployment site s i for target t j is expressed 
end if 9: end for 10: end for 11: return Q;
At each iteration, a sector deployment is selected to provide coverage quality increment. The site of a selected sector deployment may have deployed a sensor or no sensor. This is because a deployment site with any deployed sensor may provide more coverage quality by using a sensor with a longer sensing radius or/and a larger sensing angle at it.
The set of candidate sector deployments W should be computed first. Let U be the set of the deployment sites in or adjacent to the tree χ .T . Let q p i, j be the maximum coverage quality increment that deployment site s i can provide for target t j , i.e.,
Denote q r j as the residual required coverage quality of a target
Let R m denote the set of targets whose coverage quality requirements cannot be satisfied if there lacks of coverage quality increment provided by deployment site s m , i.e,
Let W m be the set of candidate sector deployments of deployment site s m . If R m = ∅, we let
otherwise,
If there is a deployment site s m with R m = ∅ and W m = ∅, the solution construction fails.
Through selecting a sector deployment from ∪ m∈C∩U W m , the success rate can be raised. The success rate of an algorithm is the ratio of the instances solved successfully to all instances solved. Then, we select a sector deployment [l] from W , such that the ratio of the total coverage quality increment q l to the deployment cost increment c l , i.e., q l / c l , is maximized.
. Three cases need be considered to calculate c l .
If no coverage quality increment can be provided by any deployment sites in or adjacent to the tree χ .T for any target in R, we have to find the shortest path from a qualified deployment site for some targets in R to a node in χ .T , and add it to χ .T . Assume that the shortest path is s k 1 s k 2 . . . s k n in the graph G with the minimum nodes, where s k 1 outside χ .T can provide some coverage quality increment for some targets in R, while s k n is in χ .T .
After selecting a sector deployment [l], we update the sector deployment used at deployment site
.ν is not in χ .T , it should be set as a child of a node in χ .T .
Repeat the above process until the coverage quality requirements of all targets have been satisfied or the solution construction fails. The greedy heuristic construction (GHC) algorithm greedily constructs a complete solution from an existing partial solution, and is summarized in Algorithm 2. Its solution pruning (SP) algorithm prunes a solution by repeatedly deleting the leaf nodes not performing the sensing task from the tree in the solution. GH is just the GHC with the input , where
GHC is also used by the particle swarm optimization.
B. Local Search Algorithm
A local search (LS) algorithm for MCD is presented in this section to improve an existing solution. To improve an existing solution χ , we iteratively check each deployment site in the tree χ .T . For a deployment site
, s i is a sensing node, we try to check whether a cheaper sensor or no sensor can be deployed at s i ; otherwise, s i is only a relay node, and we should check whether the sensor deployed at s i can be removed. Table AII in Appendix defines the notations used in LS.
In the example shown in Fig. 2 , a sensor of type η 1 in working direction ϕ 4 is deployed at s 1 , a sensor of type η 2 in working direction ϕ 3 is deployed at s 10 , and a sensor of type η 3 in working direction ϕ 3 is deployed at s 6 . Since the sensing node s 1 is redundant and the sensors at s 2 and s 3 can directly transmit to the sensor at s 6 , the sensor at s 1 can be removed. This removal can reduce the total network deployment cost by 50 from 850. Meanwhile, if a sensor of type η 3 in working 
29: else 30: In the graph G, find a shortest path s k 1 direction ϕ 4 is deployed at s 10 , it can provide not only residual required coverage quality of t 2 and t 4 but also some required coverage quality of t 6 , and thus only a sensor of type η 1 in working direction ϕ 3 needs to be deployed at s 6 to provide residual required coverage quality of t 6 . This replacement can reduce the total network deployment cost by another 50, resulting in an improved DSN deployment in Fig. 3 with its total cost at 750.
Denote by ∇c(g, m, n) the deployment cost decrement generated when a cheaper sector deployment by c s (g, n) the deployment cost increment generated by using a new sector deployment [n] at the deployment site s [n] .ν in the tree of solution g.
We use a cheaper sector deployment at a sensing node and adjust the infeasible solution because of the change so as to reduce the deployment cost. For a sensing node s i in solution χ , we get the solution ξ( χ , i, l) by changing χ .
should be adjusted to be a valid solution whose cost is less than that of χ . The adjustment for ξ( χ , i, l) means alterations of the sector deployments used at some deployment sites in the tree ξ( χ , i, l).T except s i . If there is a feasible adjustment for ξ( χ , i, l), χ can be improved. We need to find the feasible adjustment with the minimum total deployment cost increment c a * ( χ , i, l) to ξ( χ , i, l), and then the net network deployment cost decrement generated by setting χ .
l). If there is an l with ∇c( χ , i, l) > 0 such that ξ( χ , i, l) is valid, or a feasible adjustment for ξ( χ , i, l)
with R s (ξ( χ , i, l)) = ∅ exists, a feasible adjustment for the sector deployment used at s i should exist. Then, it needs to find a feasible adjustment with the maximum net network deployment cost decrement to the sector deployment used at s i . The sensing node handling (SNH) algorithm handles a sensing node s i in a solution χ , and is illustrated in Algorithm 3.
In Algorithm 3, the for-loop at Line 2 checks the circumstances when each cheaper or no sector deployment is used at s i . Line 7 tries to find a feasible adjustment when the cheapest sensor at s i is no longer a sensing node and the network deployment cost does not increase. This can facilitate the solution improvement as the redundant sensing node can be eliminated. Line 12 tries to obtain an optimal feasible adjustment when the network deployment cost can decrease further. Lines 18-21 state that if a better solution is found it is set as the current best solution.
For a node s i performing only the relay task in solution χ , if each child of s i can directly transmit to one of the nodes in the tree χ .T except s i and no cycle is caused, s i should be removed from χ .T , resulting in reduced total cost for χ . The relay node handling (RNH) algorithm handles a node s i executing only the relay task in a solution χ , as illustrated in Algorithm 4.
LS utilizes SNH and RNH to improve a solution χ , as illustrated in Algorithm 5. The for-loop in LS uses both to handle the deployment sites in tree χ .T . The while-loop repeatedly improves χ until it cannot be improved more. Let GH+LS refer to the algorithm that returns a solution first achieved by GH and then improved by LS.
C. Set-Based Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) [36] , [37] is an effective and efficient meta-heuristic algorithm for multidimensional decision problems. It has many advantages, such as high solution quality, fast convergence speed, easy implementation, and high computational efficiency [38] , [39] . MCD is a typical multidimensional discrete decision problem. We propose a setbased PSO (S-PSO) algorithm for MCD in this section. Next, we first introduce its basic principle, then detail its particle representation scheme and particle position updating scheme. Finally, S-PSO is summarized. The notations used in S-PSO are listed in Table AIII in Appendix. 1) Preliminary of Set-Based PSO: PSO [36] utilizes a number of particles to search the optimal solution in a multidimensional solution space. A particle position represents a problem solution, i.e., a point in the multidimensional solution space, and is updated at the particle velocity. A particle velocity records the change of the particle position and is updated through learning from the search experience. Denote B, , μ i , X i = (x i,1 , x i,2 , . . . , x i,B ) T , and V i = (v i,1 , v i,2 , . . . , v i,B ) T as the dimension size of the solution space, the particle population size, the i -th particle, where 1 ≤ i ≤ , the position of μ i , and the velocity of μ i , respectively. Let f (X i ) and X i = (x i,1 , x i,2 , . . . , x i,B ) T respectively be the fitness of X i and the personal best-so-far position of μ i , reflecting the search experience of μ i . Assume that the optimization problem is a minimization problem. Let ζ = argmin{ f (X i )|1 ≤ i ≤ }, and thus X ζ represents the global best-so-far position that manifests the search experience of the whole particle population. Each particle μ i keeps its own inertia and learns from X i and X ζ during its velocity updating. In the PSO [36] with the inertia weight [40] , a particle μ i updates its velocity 
if R s ( χ ) = ∅ then 6: if ∇c( χ , i, l) = 0 then 7: Find an array H , such that (i) for each k with 1
if H exists then 9 : 
∇c( χ , i, l) − * and (v) c a is minimized; 13: if H exists then 14: ∀k
end if 16: end if 17: end if 18: if R s ( χ ) = ∅ then 19 
In (19), w is the inertia weight, a 1 and a 2 are the acceleration coefficients, and rand() is a uniform random function in the range of [0, 1].
PSO [36] aims at the continuous optimization problems. For the discrete optimization problems, a set-based particle swarm optimization (S-PSO) [41] can be applied. Its successful applications as reported in [39] , [42] and [43] have manifested its excellent performance. In a discrete optimization problem, 
H ← the set of the descendant nodes of the deployment site s j in the tree χ .T ; 5: A probability ρ(e) in v i,b actually reflects the probability that μ i utilizes element e to build x i,b . The arithmetic operators in the particle velocity updating of S-PSO [41] are given as follows.
In S-PSO [41] , a new particle position X i (τ + 1) is built in a constructive way. A random number α in (0, 1) is generated first 
χ ← SNH( χ , i ); 8: else 9: χ ← RNH( χ , i ); 10: end if 11: if χ = null then 12: χ ← χ ; m ← true; break; 13: end if 14 (τ + 1) ; if the construction is still not accomplished, the elements in
satisfying the constraints are selected to continuously build x i,b (τ + 1). The heuristic element selection helps to obtain a better solution faster.
2) Particle Representation: Because a solution of MCD consists of a communication tree and some used sector deployments, not only the parent node but also the used sector deployment need to be determined for each deployment site. Therefore, a solution element e of the problem is the combination of the parent node and used sector deployment of a deployment site s i . Thus e can be defined by a pair ( , δ), where and δ are indexes of the parent node of s i and the effective sector deployment used at s i . When e. = −1, s i has no parent node. When e.δ = −1, no sector deployment is used at s i .
The dimension size of the solution space is B = M, and the b-th dimension of the solution space corresponds to deployment site s b . The set of the solution elements related to s b is given by
Since at most one sensor can be deployed at each deployment site, each dimension of a solution consists of only a solution element. 
Generate a number α in (0, 1) at random; 5: ∀1 ≤ n ≤ N, q r n ← h(σ n ); 6: while R = ∅ do 7: if (∃n ∈ R,
return PPR(X i (τ + 1)); 9: end if 10 :
return PPR(X i (τ + 1)); 13: else 14: (ϒ, ϒ ) ← TVU( , α); 15: ← {b|b ∈ ∧ ϒ [b] > 0}; 16: if = ∅ then 17 :
18:
R ← {n|1 ≤ n ≤ N ∧ q r n > 0}; 21: else 22 :
23:
24:
end if
25:
where
3) Particle Position Updating: A new particle position X i (τ + 1) is built in a constructive way. Initially, for each dimension b with 1 ≤ b ≤ B, x i,b (τ + 1) = −1. Let U x be the set of the nodes that have been selected and added into the communication tree of the solution represented by X i (τ + 1). It contains only the base station initially. The set of the targets whose coverage quality requirements have not been satisfied, i.e., R, contains all targets initially. The residual required coverage quality of target t n , i.e., q r n , takes the value of h(σ n ) initially. The values of all the components of X i (τ + 1) are determined iteratively until the coverage quality requirements of all targets have been satisfied or the Algorithm 7 : PPR Input: X i (τ + 1) Output: repaired particle position or null
].δ; 5: end for 6: χ ← SP( χ ) 7: χ ← GHC( χ ); 8: if χ =null then 9: return null; 10: end if
construction of X i (τ +1) fails. Let be the set of X i (τ +1)'s components whose values have not been finally determined and whose corresponding deployment sites are adjacent to some nodes in U x , i.e., Let R x b be the set of the targets whose coverage quality requirements cannot be satisfied if there lacks of the coverage quality provided by deployment site s b with x i,b (τ + 1) = −1, i.e.,
Let W x b be the set of the candidate sector deployments of site
If there is a target t n in R such that b∈C q (b, n) < q r n , where
if H = ∅ then 7 :
end if 9: end if 10: g * ← 0; k * ← −1; 11: for k ∈ H do 12 : = ∅, and the particle position update fails. If the particle position update fails, we utilize the principle of the greedy heuristic to repair the invalid new particle position. The particle position updating (PPU) algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 6. Herein, the function rint (k, l) generates a random integer in the range [k, l] . The function index(C, m) returns the index of element m in set C. The particle position pruning (PPP) algorithm prunes a particle position by repeatedly deleting the leaf nodes that are not sensing nodes from the communication tree rooted at the base station in the solution represented by the particle position and removing the sensors outside the tree. The particle position repairing (PPR) algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 7.
The TVU algorithm calculates the temporary values of the position components in and their corresponding temporary profits. For each x i,b (τ + 1) in , we first select the elements satisfying the constraints from cut α (v i,b 
to build a feasible element set, and then select an element e from the feasible element set and let ϒ[b] take the value of index(E b , e). If there are some elements with positive profits in the feasible element set, we select an element e with the maximum profit from the set
while termination condition is not satisfied do 7: for i ← 1 to do 8: Update V i by Eqs. (19) and (21)- (24);
X n ← PPU(V i , X i ); 11: if X n =null then 12: X i ← X n ; 13: Improve X i according to LS; 14:
end if 17 : end for 18 : end while 19: Output the solution represented by X ζ ; and let ϒ [b] take the value of the maximum profit; otherwise, an element e should be selected at random from the set and let ϒ [b] = 0. There are three constraints. The first is that if the parent node in a solution element exists it must be in U x . The second is that if the sector deployment in a solution element exists it must be able to cover some targets in R. The third one is that if R x b = ∅ and the sector deployment in a solution element exists, the sector deployment in the solution element must be in W x b . With the constraints, the network connectivity is guaranteed, no useless sector deployment is used, and the success rate is raised, respectively. TVU is illustrated in Algorithm 8. Herein, the function λ(b, C) selects the feasible solution elements from solution element set C, i.e.,
4) Algorithm Summary:
In the initialization stage, the velocities and positions of all particles are randomly generated. Though the initial positions of some particles may be invalid, these particles may visit valid positions during their search, and obtain a better valid solution at last. Similar to the particle velocity perturbation in [44] and [45] , after the velocity update of a particle, the mutation with probability ψ is applied to the new velocity of the particle. If the position update of a particle fails, the particle continues to stay in the original position. After the successful position update of a particle, LS is applied to improve the new position of the particle. S-PSO is illustrated in Algorithm 9. Let S-PSO1 be the S-PSO that neither repairs invalid particle positions nor uses LS to improve particle positions, and S-PSO2 be the S-PSO that does not use LS to improve particle positions. 
V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
In this section, we compare the performances of GH, GH+LS, S-PSO1, S-PSO2 and S-PSO via performances in terms of the success rate, network deployment cost, and running time. It is clear that GH+LS has the same success rate as GH. We develop the simulation program with Java programming language on MyEclipse8.5 platform. It can generate the scenarios for the network deployment and all our presented algorithms are integrated in it. It runs on Lenovo ThinkPad Computer T450s installed Windows 7 with Intel Core i5-5200U CPU at 2.20 GHz and 4 GB RAM.
A. Simulation Settings
In our simulations, all targets, all deployment sites and the base station are located in a 100 × 100 square unit region. The sensing radius r S i , sensing angle θ i , and price p i of a sensor of type η i are set to 20 The positions of all targets, all deployment sites and the base station are randomly allocated, and the priorities of all targets are arbitrarily chosen from (0, 1]. For S-PSO1, S-PSO2 and S-PSO, we set = 20, w = 0.9, a 1 = 2, a 2 = 2, and ψ = 0.05. The termination condition is either 300 iterations or no more improvement occurring to the global best-so-far solution even after 100 consecutive iterations.
B. Evaluation of Effectiveness of Proposed Algorithms
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms, we use them to solve the MCD instance involved in Fig. 2 . The network deployments produced by GH and GH+LS are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , respectively. The network deployments obtained by S-PSO1, S-PSO2, and S-PSO are illustrated in Fig. 4 , and they all have the same total cost of 650. Thus, the proposed algorithms can solve MCD effectively. Fig. 5 shows the simulation results in regard to the success rate. From them, we can find that the success rates of S-PSO1, S-PSO2, and S-PSO are higher than that of GH. The PSO algorithms have stronger ability to obtain a valid solution, because they use a number of particles to iteratively search the solution space. S-PSO and S-PSO2 have almost the same success rate, which is higher than that of S-PSO1. This is due to the fact that the particle position repairing method can help particles visit more valid positions. As shown in Fig. 5 , the parameters have more influence on the success rate of GH and S-PSO1 than that of S-PSO and S-PSO2, which indicates that S-PSO and S-PSO2 have stronger stability than GH and S-PSO1 in terms of success rate.
C. Evaluation of Success Rate

D. Evaluation of Network Deployment Cost
The simulation results with respect to the network deployment cost are demonstrated in Fig. 6 . LS can improve existing solutions by observation. S-PSO1, S-PSO2, and S-PSO can obtain much less network deployment cost than GH and GH+LS. The main reason is that the PSO algorithms have strong ability of both global search and local search. S-PSO outperforms S-PSO2, because the local search ability of the particles is enhanced by adopting LS to improve their positions. Also, S-PSO2 outperforms S-PSO1 slightly by using the particle position repairing approach, which helps the particles discover better valid solutions.
Clearly, more sensing nodes are needed to meet the coverage quality requirements of all targets, and more relay nodes are needed to maintain the network connectivity. Thus, as shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(f) , with the growth of the target count or configuration parameter, the network deployment cost rises in general with few exceptions. As shown in Fig. 6(b) , the network deployment cost decreases with the increase of the number of deployment sites in general with few exceptions. The reason is that the more appropriate sites can be selected to place sensors easily. With the rise of the number of the sensor types, the sensors of more appropriate types can be deployed, so the network deployment cost generally diminishes, as observed from Fig. 6(c) . As illustrated in Fig. 6(d) , the network deployment cost generally declines with the rise of the number of directions per sensor. The explanation is that the more suitable working direction of a sensing node can be selected easily. By observing Fig. 6(e) , the network deployment cost decreases as the transmission radius increases in general with few exceptions, because of fewer relay nodes needed.
E. Time Consumption Comparison
The comparison of the consumed time of the proposed algorithms are illustrated in Fig. 7 . The consumed time of the PSO algorithms is substantially longer than GH and GH+LS. It is owing to that the former can find more solutions while GH and GH+LS can obtain only one solution. On the other hand, S-PSO1 and S-PSO2 have the similar consumed time. The reason is that, the particle position repairing operation in S-PSO2 can accelerate the convergence of S-PSO2 regardless of its time-consuming nature. Meanwhile, S-PSO is much more time-consuming than both S-PSO1 and S-PSO2, owing to the introduction of time-consuming LS into S-PSO to improve each valid particle position.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, the problem of deploying a DSN while satisfying the different coverage quality requirements of targets has been discussed. Some additional conditions are provided as well, namely, sensors of multiple types are available, and the communication path from each sensing node to the base station has to be guaranteed. We have proven the NP-completeness of the problem and formulated it as an integer linear program. Then we have devised three polynomial-time algorithms to approximately solve it. Greedy heuristic iteratively places sensors to provide coverage quality for targets under the premise of guaranteeing the network connectivity. Local search iteratively improves an existing solution through replacing some deployed sensors with some cheaper ones or removing some sensors under the premise of guaranteeing the solution validity. S-PSO adopts the particle representation taking into account both the directional sensor deployment and the network connectivity. It utilizes the greedy heuristic information to update particle positions and repair invalid ones. Subsequently, the valid particle positions are improved by local search. Simulation results show that all the proposed algorithms are effective. Particularly, S-PSO has the high success rate and the best solution quality, the consumed time of greedy heuristic is shortest, and S-PSO2 has high success rate, good solution quality, and relatively short computational time. Some other PSO variants [46] , [47] should be explored in our future work.
